
To hear Venezuela’s leftist President
Nicolas Maduro tell it, this remote ham-
let of 1,300 souls is perched on the cut-

ting edge of an innovation in cryptocurrency.
Located in an isolated savanna in the center of
the country, Atapirire is the only town in an
area the government says is brimming with 5
billion barrels of petroleum. Venezuela has
pledged those reserves as backing for a digital
currency dubbed the “petro,” which Maduro
launched in February. This month he vowed it
would be the cornerstone of a recovery plan
for the crisis-stricken nation.

But Atapirire residents say they have seen
no efforts by the government to tap those
reserves. And they have little confidence that
their struggling village has a front-row seat to
a revolution in finance. “There is no sign of that
petro here,” said homemaker Igdalia Diaz. She
launched into a diatribe about her town’s
crumbling school, pitted roads, frequent black-
outs and perpetually hungry citizens.

It turns out that Venezuela’s petro is hard to
spot almost anywhere. Over a period of four
months, Reuters spoke with a dozen experts on
cryptocurrencies and oil-field valuation, trav-
eled to the site of the pledged oil reserves and
scoured the coin’s digital transaction records in
an effort to learn more. The hunt turned up lit-
tle evidence of a thriving petro trade. The coin
is not sold on any major cryptocurrency
exchange. No shops are known to accept it.
The few buyers Reuters could locate were
those who had posted about their experiences
on online cryptocurrency forums. None would
identify themselves. 

One complained of being “scammed.”
Another told Reuters he had received his
tokens without problem; he blamed US sanc-
tions against Venezuela and “awful press” for
hurting the petro’s debut. Senior government
officials have given contradictory statements.
Maduro says petro sales have already raised
$3.3 billion and that the coin is being used to
pay for imports. But Hugbel Roa, a cabinet
minister involved in the project, told Reuters on
Friday that the technology behind the coin is
still in development and that “nobody has been
able to make use of the petro ... nor have any
resources been received.”

The Superintendence of Cryptoassets, the
government agency that oversees the petro, is
a mystery. Reuters recently visited the
Finance Ministry, where the Superintendence
is supposed to be housed, but was informed
by a receptionist that it “does not yet have a
physical presence here.” The
Superintendence’s website is not functioning.
Its president, Joselit Ramirez, did not respond
to messages on his personal social media
accounts. Phone calls to the Industry Ministry,
which oversees the agency, went unanswered.
The Information Ministry did not reply to
emails seeking comment.

Maduro added to the confusion this month
by announcing that salaries, pensions and the
exchange rate for Venezuela’s decimated cur-
rency, the bolivar, are now pegged to the petro.
That move stirred bewilderment on Venezuela’s
streets and among economists and cryptocur-
rency experts who say the petro-bolivar tether
is unworkable. “There is no way to link prices
or exchange rates to a token that doesn’t trade,
precisely because there is no way to know
what it actually sells for,” said Alejandro
Machado, a Venezuelan computer scientist and
cryptocurrency consultant who has closely fol-
lowed the petro.

The chaos speaks to the desperation and
disorganization that are gripping Maduro’s
government as Venezuela melts down. The
petro was supposed to help his administration
weather the hyperinflation that has rendered
the bolivar all but worthless. He vowed that a
cryptocurrency, which allows financial opera-
tions to be carried out anonymously, would
enable Venezuela to undermine U.S. financial
sanctions and raise hard currency.

The government pegged the value of the

petro to the price of one barrel of Venezuelan
oil - currently around $66 - and promised to
back it with crude reserves located in a 380-
square-kilometer area (147 square miles) sur-
rounding Atapirire. US President Donald
Trump in March banned Americans from buy-
ing or using the petro. Analysts are skeptical of
Maduro’s claims that the petro has already
brought in billions in hard currency. They say
digital records associated with the initial coin
offering, or ICO, do not provide enough infor-
mation to determine how much, if anything, has
actually been raised.

“This certainly doesn’t look like a typical
ICO, given the low level of transaction activity,”
said Tom Robinson, chief data officer and co-
founder of Elliptic, a London-based blockchain
data company. “We have found no evidence
that anyone has been issued a petro, nor of it
being actively traded on any exchange.” A visit
by Reuters to the area around Atapirire, mean-
while, showed little oil-industry activity. The
only visible rigs were small and aging machines
installed years ago. Several were abandoned
and covered in weeds.

In an opinion piece posted August 19 on
Aporrea, an online Venezuelan commentary
and analysis site, former Oil Minister Rafael
Ramirez estimated it would take at least $20
billion in investment to tap the reserves, money
that Venezuela’s troubled state-owned oil com-
pany PDVSA does not have. “The petro is
being set at an arbitrary value, which only
exists in the government’s imagination,”
Ramirez wrote. He oversaw the nation’s oil
industry for a decade under late President
Hugo Chavez. Ramirez is now in exile in an
undisclosed location after being accused of
corruption by the Venezuelan government,
allegations he denies. PDVSA did not respond
to an email seeking comment.

‘We got scammed’
In contrast to buyers of well-known cryp-

tocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum,
holders of petros are difficult to find. One gath-
ering place is an online cryptocurrency forum
called Bitcointalk, where enthusiasts began
posting messages in early 2018. Some initial
posts were bullish. But that optimism soured as
time went on. Several participants groused
about a lack of information and delays in get-
ting their coins. One complained of being
unable to transfer or sell the tokens. “As of now
yes we got scammed, time will tell if it was a
good investment or not,” a forum participant
identified as cryptoviagra wrote on June 25.

Another buyer, the only one to respond to
questions from Reuters, said via social-media
messages that his experience purchasing pet-
ros “worked pretty well overall.” He blamed the
U.S. ban for depressing petro sales, along with
what he considered negative media coverage.
He asked that his name be withheld because he
feared “persecution” by the US government,
adding that “I don’t consider Reuters to be a
honest news organization.” Reuters could not
independently confirm whether any forum par-
ticipants had invested in the petro.

Cryptocurrencies gained popularity over
the last decade, led by proponents who said
they would lower financial transaction costs,
give citizens alternatives to commercial banks
and protect them from inflation induced by
central-bank policies. Transactions are validat-
ed by a network of computers and recorded on
a public ledger called a blockchain. Individual
operations are available for anyone to see on
the internet, but the identities of those involved
are kept secret. The operations are secured by
cryptography, the computerized encoding and
decoding of data.

Fevered purchases of crypto assets in 2017
drove Bitcoin’s price to nearly $20,000. Its
success fueled a wave of coin offerings by oth-
er startups, including scams that raised millions
of dollars before being broken up by authori-
ties. Cryptocurrency issuers seeking to provide
transparency in fundraising use blockchain

ledgers to show each individual purchase of
the new currency. That gives potential
investors a sense of how much money is flow-
ing in, and provides a relative gauge of
demand. The Venezuelan government, in con-
trast, has not provided a purchase registry.

The petro’s “white paper,” a public docu-
ment that describes the conditions of the offer
to prospective buyers, says the principal plat-
form for the coin is NEM - a decentralized
blockchain network promoted by a Singapore-
based non-profit. Owners of NEM accounts
are anonymous, but can disclose their identities
in the description of their coins if they wish. In
March, a NEM account claiming to be operat-
ed by the Venezuelan government issued 82.4
million tokens as part of an ICO associated
with a digital coin described as the petro.
Those appeared to correspond to a set of
“preliminary” coins described in the white
paper that buyers could later swap for petros
once the ICO was complete.

Around 2,300 of those tokens were trans-
ferred to 200 anonymous accounts in small
quantities in early May, NEM records show.
That time frame is consistent with comments
posted by participants on the Bitcointalk forum
who said they were buying petros. If sold at
the price set by Maduro based on oil prices at
the time, the sale of those tokens could have
raised about $150,000, according to Reuters’
calculations. In April, another anonymous NEM
account issued a different set of tokens that it
described as part of a separate phase of the
petro aimed at major investors.

That account in June transferred a total of
around 13 million tokens to about a dozen
anonymous accounts, NEM records show. The
sale of those tokens could have raised about
$850 million at official prices. But there is no
way to verify that those were sales, and no
large investors have admitted to taking a posi-
tion in the petro. Roa, the higher education
minister, oversees a state agency called the
Venezuelan Blockchain Observatory. He
appeared to validate analysts’ suspicions that
the petro, at present, doesn’t exist as a func-
tioning currency.

Reuters spoke with him briefly on the
sidelines of a petro event in Caracas last
week. Roa described the NEM transactions
as “early models,” adding that Venezuela was
now working on its own blockchain technol-
ogy. He said buyers have made “reserva-
tions” to purchase petros, but that no coins
have been released. What is clear is that the
petro does not trade on any major cryp-
tocurrency exchange. Hong Kong-based
Bitfinex, one of the world’s largest exchanges
by volume, in March said it never intended to
list the petro due to its “limited utility.” It
officially banned the token from its platform
following US sanctions.

Three other major exchanges - San
Francisco-based Coinbase, Seattle-based
Bittrex and San Francisco-based Kraken -
declined to comment or did not respond to
questions as to why they have not listed the
petro. Maduro on April 26 announced that 16
exchanges had been “certified” to trade the
petro, adding “they begin operating as of
today.” Most are little-known in the crypto
world. Reuters could not locate seven of the
exchanges, which had no internet presence.
Seven others did not respond to requests for
comment. 

Italcambio, an established Venezuelan cur-
rency exchange that Maduro said would trade
the coin, does not manage or sell petros, its
president Carlos Dorado said in an emailed
response to Reuters. The only exchange that
has publicly discussed plans to list the petro is
India’s Coinsecure. In an interview with
Reuters earlier this month, CEO Mohit Kalra
said Coinsecure within two months would pro-
vide Venezuela with an exchange for trading
petros, along with technology to operate it, and
that Venezuela would pay royalties for its use.
Kalra did not answer calls seeking additional
information.

What is a petro?
Oil is the heart of Venezuela’s economy. In

choosing to back its petro with petroleum, the
country has joined a small but growing number
of cryptocurrency issuers linking the value of
their tokens to physical commodities. The
Royal Mint, which produces coins for the
United Kingdom, in 2017 announced a gold-
backed digital coin called RMG. Other tokens
have emerged that are backed by diamonds. 

The big difference is those cryptocurren-
cies are tied to physical assets that can be
readily traded. In contrast, Maduro promised
that the petro would be backed by oil reserves
that still lie deep underground near Atapirire
in a bloc known as Ayacucho I. The govern-
ment says the area holds 5.3 billion barrels,
citing an “independent international certifica-
tion agency.” PDVSA did not answer an email
seeking details. No matter how much oil it
holds, the area lacks crucial infrastructure to
get it out of the ground, including roads,
pipelines and power generation, said Francisco
Monaldi, a native of Venezuela who now teach-
es Latin American energy policy at Rice
University in Houston. “There is no investment
plan for this area and no reason to think it
would be developed before other fields with
better conditions,” he said. Just locating the
bloc requires significant effort. PDVSA
employees who agreed to take a reporter there
confused it with a different bloc. Reuters had
to map Ayacucho I with GPS software using
coordinates published by the government as
part of the petro’s creation. —Reuters
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Aid cuts embolden 
Israel but hurt the
peace prospects

US President Donald Trump’s swingeing cuts to aid
for Palestinians will advance Israel’s interests but
risk compromising a US-led peace push and raise

tensions in the Middle East, analysts and diplomats said
Saturday. The US administration announced Friday it
would no longer provide any funding to the United
Nations agency for Palestinian refugees (UNRWA), a
week after cutting over $200 million (170 million euros)
in separate aid to Palestinians. They were the latest in a
series of controversial moves by the Trump administra-
tion that have thrilled Israel’s government but caused
shock and dismay among international powers and
Palestinians, making their dream of an independent state
more distant than ever.

The cuts come as the international community seeks
to reach an agreement to deliver significant humanitarian
aid to the poverty-stricken Gaza Strip, where most resi-
dents rely on external handouts. The US has long been
the largest single donor to UNRWA, providing more
than $350 million a year.  The agency provides support
to Palestinians who fled their homes in the 1948 war sur-
rounding the creation of Israel, as well as their descen-
dants. Israel and the US object to the fact that
Palestinians can pass refugee status to their children, and
want the number of refugees covered by UNRWA to be
sharply reduced.

The Palestinians accuse the US of blatant bias and of
seeking to strip them of their rights. A week earlier, the US
government ended Palestinian funding by USAID, which
amounted to more than $200 million a year. In December,
the US recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, breaking
decades of international consensus that the status of the
disputed city should be negotiated between Israelis and
Palestinians. The May opening of the US embassy in the
city triggered Palestinian protests that saw dozens of
demonstrators in Gaza shot dead by Israeli forces. 

A European diplomat said Saturday the US moves, tak-
en in conjunction with an American pledge to veto any
motions criticizing Israel at the UN Security Council, were
emboldening Israel’s government, considered the most
right-wing in the country’s history. Israel is increasingly
convinced it has a free hand to accelerate settlement
growth and even advocate for annexing parts of the West
Bank, the diplomat said. Alan Baker, a former Israeli diplo-
mat-turned-analyst, said the government would be thrilled
by the aid cuts. “The UNRWA thing is very logical as it
has become an anachronistic organization - maintaining
the refugee status rather than trying to solve it.”

No leverage with Palestinians
Baker said the aim of the cuts was also to force the

Palestinians back to the negotiating table, though others
said that was unlikely. Trump’s team, led by his son-in-law
Jared Kushner and Middle East envoy Jason Greenblatt,
has been pushing for what the US leader has called the
“ultimate deal”, but the Palestinians have boycotted his
administration since its Jerusalem announcement. The cuts
mean the US is providing very little aid to Palestinians,
and another European diplomat said the move weakened
Trump’s hand. “When you have no money left to threaten
them with, you have reduced your leverage,” he said.

Palestinian economist Nasser Abdel Kareem told AFP
the cuts would hurt Palestinians but have little impact on
the government. Unlike some European states, the US does
not provide direct budgetary support to the Palestinian
Authority. The only part of US funding that goes directly to
the PA - for security coordination with Israel - was not cut.
The cut “will not harm the treasury of the Palestinian
Authority,” Kareem said. Nadia Hijab, president of the
Palestinian think tank Al-Shabaka, said returning to negoti-
ations would be extremely unpopular among Palestinians.

But she fears that with full US support, Israel will have
free reign to increase settlement growth. “If the PA goes
back and talks to the Americans it is giving them a green
light to do whatever they want to do, and if they don’t go
back, they are going to do what they want to do,” she
said. “At the moment it is a lose-lose situation.” Hugh
Lovatt, of the European Council on Foreign Relations,
agreed. “If anything, the Palestinians will now double
down on their current approach, which is to boycott the
US administration and attack the yet-to-be unveiled US
peace plan,” he said.

Regional fears
Hijab and many Palestinians do not believe the US is

seeking to get the Palestinian leadership back to the table.
Instead, she said, they believe the US is trying to help
Israel “end the conflict on its terms and legalise its occu-
pation”. That would mean stripping refugees across the
region of their rights, specifically the idea they could one
day return to historic Palestine. In both Jordan and
Lebanon, Palestinian refugees have fewer rights than citi-
zens and rely on UNRWA services for education, health-
care and other basic services. 

In Gaza, run by the Islamist movement Hamas, the
majority of the two million residents are refugees, mean-
ing the UNRWA cuts will hit particularly hard. Job losses
for a few hundred of the agency’s staff have already
sparked major protests. The Gaza Strip suffers from des-
perate poverty and is largely sealed off by both Israel and
its other land neighbor, Egypt. Hamas and Israel have
fought three wars since 2008. Some in the Israeli security
services quietly express concern that immediate cuts to
UNRWA could increase tensions with Israel in Gaza and
the West Bank.  —AFP

In Venezuela, new cryptocurrency is nowhere to be found
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PACARAIMA: Venezuelan refugees walk out the Brazilian Immigration Point in
the border city of Pacaraima, Roraima, Brazil. Residents of Pacaraima drove out
Venezuelan immigrants from their improvised camps, amid growing regional
tensions.  —AFP


